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16th September 2022 

Dear Parents and Carers, 

We are delighted that the Mad Hatter Bookshop has arranged for a number of authors to join us 

next week as part of the Burford Literature Festival. They will be talking about their book, and 

answering questions about being an author. More information about the authors attending are 

detailed below.  

Books will be available to purchase with a 10% discount on the RRP which they can get signed by the 

author. If your child would like to buy the book, please send them in with cash in a named envelope 

(we will collect them on the morning of the author visit).  

We will be livestreaming sessions to other local schools as well as inviting children from Southrop 

Primary School to join us on Friday morning.   

Lower School (Windrush and Tolsey) 

Thursday 22nd September 

11am Gianno Pollero Monster Doughnuts - £6 

Ten-year-old Grace likes doughnuts and cakes as much as the next kid - but they are also her secret 

weapon. Grace is a monster hunter who owns a bakery - and everyone knows how much monsters 

LOVE any kind of sweet treat! Just don't tell them about the secret exploding baking powder inside 

the doughnuts and the cookies ... When Grace's Monster Scanning Machine alerts her to the 

doughnut-loving, people-eating, board-game-playing cyclops Mr Harris, she realises she's about to 

face her biggest challenge yet. 

 

Upper School (Wysdom and Priory) 

Thursday 22nd September 

9:30 am Alex Cotter The Mermaid Call - £7 

A gripping story of myth and mystery about a legendary mermaid and her dark power. When the 

truth comes out, will it bring freedom or a terrible retribution? Vivien's never going to win the 

Mermaid Crown and she knows it. Does she care? Who wants to be rewarded just for being pretty 

anyway? So she joins Alice on her quest to find the mermaid of the lake instead. But as the legend 

starts to unravel, it reveals an ugly truth. And leads the girls into terrible, watery danger. 

1.30 pm Annabel Steadman Skandar and the Unicorn Thief - £12 

Thirteen-year-old Skandar Smith has only ever wanted to be a unicorn rider. To be one of the lucky 

few selected to hatch a unicorn. To bond with it for life; to train together and race for glory; to be a 

hero.    But just as Skandar's dream is about to come true, things start to take a more dangerous turn 

than he could ever have imagined. A dark and twisted enemy has stolen the Island's most powerful 

unicorn - and as the threat grows ever closer, Skandar discovers a secret that could blow apart his 

world forever. 
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Friday 23rd September 

9.30 Lucy Hope – Wren £7 

A dark, gothic adventure set on the island of Anglesey in North Wales and featuring a very fantastical 

beast...   Wren lives in an ancient castle in the mountains near the sea. The wind whistles through it 

and the walls sing to her. Wren is busy inventing things, and her father is busy disapproving.   But the 

castle contains a mystery and as Wren is drawn further into it, she realises the answer lies in the 

very foundations of her home, foundations that are being shaken to their core 

11.00 Christopher Edge - Escape Room - £7 

When twelve-year-old Ami arrives at The Escape, she thinks it's just a game - the ultimate escape 

room with puzzles and challenges to beat before time runs out. Meeting her teammates, Adjoa, 

Ibrahim, Oscar and Min, Ami learns from the Host that they have been chosen to save the world and 

they must work together to find the Answer. But as he locks them inside the first room, they quickly 

realise this is no ordinary game.   From a cavernous library of dust to an ancient Mayan tomb, a 

deserted shopping mall stalked by extinct animals to the command module of a spaceship heading 

to Mars, the perils of The Escape seem endless. Can Ami and her friends find the Answer before it's 

too late? 

1.30 Francesca Gibbons - A Clock of Stars Trilogy - £7 

Imogen should be nice to her little sister Marie. She should be nice to her mum's boyfriend too. And 

she certainly shouldn't follow a strange silver moth through a door in a tree. But then . . . who does 

what they're told?          Followed by Marie, Imogen finds herself falling into a magical kingdom 

where the two sisters are swept up in a thrilling race against time - helped by the spoiled prince of 

the kingdom, a dancing bear, a very grumpy hunter . . . and even the stars above them. 

 

Thank you for your support. 

Best wishes 

Adam Clark 

Head Teacher 
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